
Mark I urinal mask 

 
Base price 
Comes with: 

 Transparent lenses 
 Removable hollow dick shaped gag 
 Plastic or metal funnel at your choice 

265$ 

Latex hooding 
 Upgrading the 6 ways back strap to a latex hood for total enclosure 

145$ 

Tinted lenses 
 See through reflective black or mirrored 
 Other colours available upon request 

65$ 

Latex lenses cover 
 0.5mm black latex 

50$ 

Note: All prices are in Canadian dollars 
 
More pictures and details are available below.  



The mask is designed in such way that the hollow trough dick shaped gag can be tighten 
on the back of your head. You can adjust the tightness level If the gag as you wish. When 
the gag is tight enough (deep enough into your mouth) it is nearly impossible to block the 
flow of liquid coming. For less experienced players or a more casual play. It is also possible 
to easily remove the gag. You’ll then have only a small tube coming into your mouth and 
will be able to press the tube with your lips, teeth or tongue to control the flow as you wish. 
 
The funnel is attached to the gas mask with a snap. It can easily be unsnapped during 
play for the convenience of the top and snap back in place once he emptied himself until 
the next use. 
 
The latex lenses cover completely blind the wearer. They are a bit tricky to put on at first, 
but stable enough to not fall off by themselves during play. I recommend to always remove 
the lenses cover before storing the mask.  
 
I will use PayPal services and send a bill for every transaction stating the conditions of the 
sell agreed. This will ensure safety of the transaction for both you and me. 
 
When I order the parts to make one, it takes 4 to 11 weeks for me to receive it (I generally 
receive it under 5 weeks, but I do not have any guarantee that I will). In consequence, if 
you want to buy one, there might be up to about 2 and a half months before I can send it 
to you.  
 
Note: I do not currently have any more pictures of the funnel mask. I will take more pictures 
upon my next production, but feel free to ask any questions about it! 
 

If you have any more questions just ask   
rubbypup@hotmail.com or twitter @rubbypup 
 



Funnel options 
Black plastic 

 

 Larger funnel 
 Handle oriented toward the mask 

by default but can be oriented in 
any direction upon special 
request. Note that the orientation 
of the handle is fixed once the 
mask is assembled and 
delivered to you. 

 

Silver metal 

 

 Slighly smaller funnel 



Latex lenses cover to blind the wearer 
Front view 

 
Only the lenses cover 

 



Top of the gasmask view 

 
Note:  
The lenses cover are very similar, but different. There is a left one and a right one. 
The kind of arrow showed in the picture need to point outside of the mask as shown, 
otherwise you’ll have a hard time trying to make them fit properly.   



Latex hooding option 
Front view Back view 

  
 

Sizing guide (cm) 

 S M L 

head circumference 53-55 55-58 58-62 

neck circumference 32-36 36-40 40-44 

Note:  

If you are in between two sizes, I suggest you go for the next size up otherwise your jaw 
may be too restricted to give blowjob.  

It is currently impossible to have it made it to measure.  

Only black latex in 0,6mm thickness is possible at the moment. 

It is possible to put a locking zip for 15$ extra. 

This option add 1 to 4 weeks of production time. 

Hooding made possible with the collaboration with Slash Rubber. Have a look at his site 
if you are looking for rubber clothing   https://www.slashrubber.com/ 

  



 

Shipping approximation 
Region Price in Canadian dollar 

Canada 40 

US 50 

Rest of the world 75 

Note:  

For orders outside of Canada customs fees may need to be paid to the agency at the 
reception. 

  



 
 
 
 
 

Demo funnel mask 
 

  



 


